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Aircraft Dispatchers are a critical link in air safety and a viable career option for many aviators. This

exciting career path is experiencing tremendous growth, placing dispatchers in high demand as the

worldwide increase in air travel continues.The FAA Practical Exam for Aircraft Dispatcher is

equivalent in size and scope to the Air Transport Pilot (ATP) oral exam that an airline captain must

successfully complete. The Aircraft Dispatcher Oral Exam Guide by Dr. David C. Ison prepares

applicants for the exam with an explanation of the certification process, knowledge requirements in

a question-and-answer format, and reference materials for further study. It covers the aircraft

dispatcher Practical Test Standard subject areas such as route planning, regulations, training and

currency requirements, certification, responsibilities and authority, aviation weather, manuals and

documents, as well as practical applications of all topics.The Aircraft Dispatcher Oral Exam Guide

also provides current dispatchers with a thorough review for their annual proficiency checks, and is

beneficial to airmen and aspiring airline pilots seeking a better understanding of dispatch flight

operations.Author David C. Ison has been involved in the aviation industry for over 24 years, as a

flight instructor and as an ATP for both regional and major airlines flying domestic and international

routes. Dr. Ison is an Associate Professor of Aviation at Rocky Mountain College.
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This gives an excellent review for the ADX Practical. As a instructor I use the material on a daily



basis. Our students at Falcon Aviation Academy have used this for years, with great success.

Coming from someone who's worked 10 years in operations next to dispatch, this book certainly

has some great insight! I got my certificate some time ago and am using it as a refresher for my

interview so please keep this in your library after you FAA exam! BTW I also have my com

single/multi, IFR and 4 yr degree from ERAU. Good luck!

I passed the practical exam this weekend and this book was an important ingredient in that success.

I found some typos but they were not significant to the test.

I have my license! Many of the questions in this book were asked at my O&P and some of the

chapters did help me prepare for a job interview.

Book helped me pass my ADX oral and Practical exams. The book is easy to read - and will make a

great reference guide for future use.

Great tool used in corralation when taking the aircraft dispatcher class. Wish i would have

purchased it at the beginning of class

Nice material for my carrear. Is it a good book for aviation studies.

Great review, helped me pass the dispatch oral with ease.
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